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ABSTRAar 

In a regulated IIDnopoly telephone env.ironm:mt the 
traffic engineer is pr:imarily concerned with the 
application of traffic theory as it relates to plant 
provisioning, plant servicing and utilization efficiency. 
This paper will deal with SOIre aspects of service 
criteria and their specifications and will discuss the 
validity of the theory of day~to-day variations upon 
which the trunk capacity tables used in the United 
states are based. Finally, a plan is presented for the 
surveillance .of the utilization efficiency of the trunks 
in the toll network. 

lNTRODuarICN 

In the United States the telephone industry and govern
Irent have a rather unique relationship as corrpared to 
other countries. Because the U.S. telephone system is 
privately owned and is fundarrentally a IIDnopoly, a 
govemrrental regulatory structure has been set up to 
insure that the public interest is served. This struc
ture corrprises a set of' regulatory bodies at the state 
level which have jurisdiction over local and intrastate 
facilities and .the'" Federal ':"Conmmications Corrmission 
which has jurisdiction over interstate facilities. The 
country is served by a nwnber of single and multistate 
telephone CDITpanies which are subsidiaries of two rnaj or 
corrpanies, American Telephone and Telegraph Company 
(AT&T), and General Telephone and Electronics Corpora
tion (ar&E), and over 1,000 independent corrpanies. A 
large n1...lITber of these independent corrpanies are owned by 
holding corrpanies such as Continental Telephone 
Corporation. In addition, the bulk of interstate inter
corrpany Iressage telephone service is handled by AT&T 
Long Lines, one of AT&T' s operating arms. Both AT&T and 
am have research and manufacturing facilities, of which 
Bell Laboratories and Western Electric are the IIDSt 
widely known. 

It has been recognized for SOIre time that effective 
regulation requires the establishment of criteria and 
indices which may be analyzed and tracked over time. Up 
to now monetary criteria, such as rate of return, 
depreciation, plant in service, etc. have be~n used 
almost exclusively in connection with accounting tech
niques and procedures to establish appropriate regula
tory action and policy. In this paper we have developed 
several ideas in this context which errphasize SOIre of 
the policy elements and figures of Irerit based upon 
traffic engineering and the plant provisioning process. 
The overall philosophy inherent in our approach is one 
of maintaining high utilization of plant over time with
out · adverse irrpact on the customer. Achieving utiliza
tion objectives through an engineering process can be an 
:invaluable corrplement to the monetary regulatory 
process. To this end, we hope to illustrate a n1..lI1iler of 
facets of regulation which errphasize the engineering 
processess, in an atterrpt to focus on several critical 
areas where the engineer can be used to stimulate 
economies in the plant provisioning and planning pro
cesses, as well as to assure that the welfare of the 
custorrers is kept on par with that of tre stockholders. 

* The views expressed are those of the authors and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the Federal 
Communications Corrmission. 
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We shall focus on some aspects of service criteria and 
certain applications of traffic theory which affect the 
econonw of operation. It should be noted that engineer
ing design policies in certain combinations can result in 
a combined effect which may adversely influence the trunk 
quantities, switching terminations, ani nultiplexing 
(carrier) facilities to be constructed. Three topics, 
narrely service criteria, day-to-day variation, and 
utilization measurement have thus been chosen to illus
trate SOIre of the possible pitfalls in the application of 
traffic theory to ne'iwork design. We shall atterrpt to 
bring a greater awareness of the interactive effects of 
policies and their possible irrpact. We hope that cogni
zance of these problems and new approaches to regulation 
presented herein should ultimately lead to IIDre effec
tive staniards and engineering techniques for plant 
provisioning and surveillance. 

1. SERVICE CRITERIA 

Cbe of tre main factors in the engineering process of 
plant provisioning and servic:ing is the trunk1ng service 
criteria. In the limited space of this paper we shall 
discuss some of its aspects and applications in the toll 
network in the United States. . 

The trunking service criteria ultimately determine the 
proportion of call attempts which cannot find their way 
to their destination due to limitations in the number of 
trunking paths or in other elements of the network. 
These criteria are often defined in tenns of blocking or 
grade ot: service, i. e. the proportion of unsuccessful 
call atterrpts which fail due to economic reasons over a 
fairly long period of time. Although this matter is a 
policy decision based upon a number of interacting 
considerations, it is ultimately desired to provide an 
overall quality of service which satisfies the custoIrer 
and is economically feasible. Nonetheless, the interest 
of a corrpany operating in a regulated environment may be 
:;;erved by liberalizing the service criteria to protect 
against forecasting errors, to minimize lost profit s due 
to calls which do not reach their destination on the 
first attempt, and to minimize possible adverse 
criticism. It is therefore desirable that the quality 
of service in general and the trunking service in 
particular be authorized by the regulatory body. The 
role of the traffic engineer should be evident in such 
a process. 

EVOLUrION OF PRESENI'TRUNKrNG SERVICE CRITERIA 

Since the early days of automatic telephony the trunks 
ani switches at each switching stage in local central 
offices of the Step-By-Step type have been engineered 
at .a low probability of block:ing such as P.Ol. The 
average service in 20 tirre-consistent busy hours in the 
busy season has becorre the service objective for 
essentially all tyPes of trunk -groUps eng:ineered on a 
probability basis. In the toll network the P. 01 blocking 
standard is applied to the toll acces~ toll corrpleting 
and final intertoll trunks. 

Since the service criteria apply to the final or full 
group in each network cluster E', they control the 

11 A network cluster is a set of high usage 
trunk group~ whose traffic overflows to a corrrnon 
final trunk gr9UP. 
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overall level of blocking within ~ach network cluster. 
Remembering that over 80%' of the traffic is carried by 

. the high-usage gr'oups which are engineered to economic 
criteria, the use of P.Ol is in effect equivalent to 
better than P. 002 with respect to the pr1ma.ry routed 
traffic. Apparently one of the main reasons for that 
practice was to assure that the primary traffic routed 
directly to the final route would experience the desired 
'( P . 01) gr'ade. However, the subsequent practice of pro
viding special high-usage gr'oups for such parcels of 
traffic,now called. "parallel protection high-usage 
groups "appears to have made the specification of P. 01 
with respect to the peaked traffic offered to the final 
route anachronistic. other techniques for treating this 
problem can be found in the literature [1,2J. Nonethe
less the P.Ol specification has been recommended by the 
eem 2/ not only for provisioning of trunks in final 
international routes but for "national" trunks as well. 

The subscriber views the blocking criteria as signifi
cant only insofar as the overall probability of can
pleting the connection to the called party is affected. 
In a well maintained network it is 'known that 20 - 30% 
of c.all . atteITl>ts do not result in voice connection for 
reasons beyond the control of the operating company. 
This includes 'called line busy', 'no answer', and 
custoroor dialing errors. In addition, sare 2 - 4% of 
the atterc;:>ts fail due to equipment malfunction and 
blocking. In general, equipment rnal:f't..tRction has a 
mare adverse effect on service than blocking. 

Newstead [4 J illustrated by convincing evidence that 
even a ten fold increase in the level of blocking will 
not be noticeable by the users ani will only result in 
a small decrease in the percent of call completion. 
M::>lnar [3J also states, "Congestion due to limitations 
in trunking [isJ insignificant, compared with the 
number of unsuccessful tries that are due to circum
stances unrelated to the structure of the telecol11Tllrli
cation plant. This being virtually unnoticeable to 
J'OC)st the users, congestion in trunking could conceivably 
substantially be increased without adversely affecting 
service." 

Various attempts have been made to establish a sound 
economic basis for the selection of service criteria, 
but this question is still unresolved. Molnar [3J in 
his paper presented at the Seventh ITC in 1973 states 
"At the present the prevailing view in the telecom
IIUll1ications field about the gr-ade of service is just 
about the same as could be said nearly a quarter of a 
century ago." He concludes by stating, "the grade of 
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service which is one of the J'OC)st basic, J'OC)st elusive 
ani until recently the J'OC)st neglected tasks of tele
traffic engineering .... Even so it is becoming J'OC)re 
and J'OC)re under attack as being arbitrary, often 
inefficient or uneconomical ani lacking realistic cor
relation between performance and service quality as 
accepted by the users." 

.PRESENl' .AND PRQPOSED BLOClGNG CRITERIA 

Examination of the mathematical expressions for the 
call congestion for the three types of traffic dealt 
with in practice, nrurely, sroooth, raniom (Poisson) and 
rough (peaked) traffic show that the respective criteria 
do not express the same thing. Fbr example,one percent 
blocking in a gr-oup of servers to which peaked traffic 
is offered is not equivalent to one percent blocking in 
a gr'oup of equal size to which an equal load of Poissoo. 
traffic is offered. To be rational, it would appear 
that blocking criteria should be specified relative to 
the distribution of the offered traffic or be equated 
to the equivalent Poisson base developed from the 
Equivalent Random Theory [.5]. Fbr example, one percent 
blocking on a final group consisting of 84 trunks to 
which is offered a load of 62 erlangs with peakedness 
factor 2 is equivalent to about .5% blocking with 
respect to the equivalent load of 130 erlangs of 
Poisson traffic offered to an equivalent group consist
ing of 153 trunks. 

F.1.gure ). shows the service criteria used for the pro
visioning of the main links in the toll network in the 
Un!.ted States. End-to-end blocking is not an objective 
ig itself because at present there is no way to calcu
J...cite , it. Obviously, it is not the sum of the blocking 
in the various links in the chain of connection because 
of ' I1on-coinc1dent busy hours, exhaustion dates ani 
other reasons en1..lIDarated by Longley [5J. Examination 
of this figure shows that the blocking is not appor
honed relative to the cost of the links. For example, 
·P.002 ( the equivalent of p.Ol on the final trunks) 
'is used for the provisioning of the expensive intertoll 
trunks and, P. 02 is used for the "incoming matching loss 
(00.,)" in the tenninating office. The latter can be 
materially improved by giving the toll completing trunks 
rore than one appearance in the tenninatlng link frames 
at insignificant cost. 

To correct for present problems, we p!'Qpose as an inter
im measure that the trunks in final roUtes be engineered 
so as to allow 1% of the total originating traffic of 
each network cluster to be blocked in the final r oute. 
In addition, it would be desirable to enhance the prob
ability of completion of calls which traverse the bulk 
of the toll network and reach the tenninating toll 
center. This can be achieved by reducing the blocking 
on the toll completing facility as illustrated in fig. 1. 
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l,Pri Routed 
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P.OOS 

P 001 

FINAL . FULL. NON ·AR 

HIGH USAGE 

P.Ol P.02 

P.OOS ·1 P 001 I 
END-TO-END BLOCKING? 

FIGURE 1. - SHOWING PRESENT AND PROPOSED BLOCKING CRITERIA IN THE U. S. TOLL NEIWORK 

~ Recommendation E.541 ccrrr Sixth Plenary Assembly 
Volume 11.2, p. 236 f12J. 
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2. VALIDITY OF 'lEE 'mIDRY OF DAY-'IO-DAY VARIATIONS 

Another e1enent introduced lately in the process of 
trunk eng1neering is the theory or day-to-day varia
tioos first presented in 1958 by Wi1k:1nson [1,llJ and 
m:xl1fied in 1916 by S. Neal [8J. Wi1k:1nson sought to 
f1nj the distribution of the peaked traf'fic offered to 
a final route taking into consideration the day-to-day 
load variatioos. He states "if we can predict the day
to-day joint probability distribution of the average 
ani variance of this load for an alternate route system, 
we shall l'a.ve at ham. the neans for est:1ma.ting the 
proporticn of days in the busy season during which the 
network service will drop below any given level" [1]. 

In this JOOde1 the b10cldng is determined on the basis 
of the average daily blocking: 

- 1, N 
B = N"L Bi 

i-I 

'!he average blocking, a, is calculated by foI'l!l.lla 10 
in reference [8]. 3/ The day-to-day variance is 
ass\m8i to be related to the average busy mur load 
by the errpirical foI'lIDJla .if in the sane reference. 
It will be noted that Neal' s m:xl1fication sought to 
separate the random and systamtic canponents inherent 
in Wi1k1nson' s JOOde1. He reduced the daily variance 
by a snBl1 anDunt. .if 
If our understanding is correct, then it seems that the 
obj ecti ve of this JOOde1 in the trunk provisioning 
proce~s contradicts the specification of the b10cldng 
criteria which had been corrputed on the basis of the 
average d8.11y load rather than the average daily 
blocking. 

The Neal-W11k1nson Trunk Capacity Tables based on this 
JOOde1 have becane the standard tables in the Bell 
System for provisioning ani servicing all types of 
trunks engineered to blocking criteria. These tables 
have also been recCC!Jnenjed by the CCI'IT 5/ for engineer
ing international circuits. ,We note that' the basic 
concepts and asstmpt ions , of the day-tor-day JOOde1 con
tinue to be accepted am. 1nt:>lenented witmut careful 
scrutinX and that, to our lmow1edge, their validity 
and 1npllcations have not been exam:1ned at this Con
tress. Because of the far reaching economic 1npact 
of this errpirica1 model, we believe that its examina
tion now is t1rne1y. In the limited space of this 
paper we will examine sane of the assumptions upon which 
these tables are based. 

BASIS OF THE NEAL-WILKINSON TABIES 

'!he tables are pr1nBrily based on the assumptions that 
the traffic ~ day-to-day is tine-variant or non
stationary and that the variations within each daily 
busy mur are staticnary (Polsson distributed). These 
two asSl..Vl1'tions, combined, are not in accordance with 
the ergodic property of traffic used in classical 
traffic theory which requires that the properties of a 
S8Jll)le taken over a fairly long period of t1rne exhibit 
the sane properties as the ensemble: 

11 B. SB(m) f(m) dIn, where B(m) is the single mur 
expected b10cldng and f(m) is the distribution 
density of the day-to-day load m, asstun1ng a 
Pearson Type III distribution. See also .2/. 

n 2Mz _ 
!y Var(m) -= 0.13 (m) - - '-'-- , where m is the 

(t/h) 
average busy mur load, z is its peakedness 
factor, ft' is the paraneter of the level of day-to
day variation, t is the observation interval 
(usually one mur), and h is the nean call m1d1ng 
time. 

21 Reconmerrlation E. 521, ccm Sixth Plenary Assembly 
Volume II.2, p 213 [12]. 

§! Sysld., R: Introductioo to CoJllestion Theory in 
Telephore Systens, 011 ver and Boyd, 1960 p. 12 
[13]. 
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"every sample function of the ergodic process is 
the same in statistical properties, so that any 
one can be used to represent the process. If 
one sample function is inspected over a SUffi
ciently long period of t1rne, then all features 
of the process will be observed. The record of 
one observation of a particular realized func
tion taken for a long period of t1rne can be cut 
into pieces of a certa1n length and the different 
pieces can be considered as different records of 
a set of observations of the ensenb1e. "§/ 

Altmugh the traffic intenSity varies from day-to-day 
according to the calling needs of the users, for all 
practical purposes the assumption has historically been 
made that a string of sone 20 busy murs would charac
terize stationary traffic. Willdnson' s m:xie1 appears 
to revolve arourrl the fact that 20 separate t1me-con
sistent busy hours do not represent a stationary pro
cess. He observed from field measurements on some final 
routes that the variance of the daily neasurements tends 
to exceed that expected from a stationary process and 
developed an empirical m:xie1 to correct the situation. 
His studies were not extended over longer periods such 
as 30 hours as recomnended by CCI'IT to fully quantify 
day-to-day variance, as it is expected that the variance 
tends to approach a limit with the extension of the 
period of observation. Although some of these short
comings were reco€1lized by Neal [8J, the basic asSLUTp
tions were nOt questioned, nor was the effect of limita
tions of traffic neasurement facilities clearly 
doct.ll'rented. 

Use of the second assumption that the traffic within 
each daily single busy mur is in statistical equilib
rium and exhibits the properties of stationary traffic 
is ,also contrary to the basic fundaIrental principles 
of traffic theory which require that the traffic para
neter(s) used in1he Er1ang trunldng foI'l!l.llas IlD..1st be 
the average of IYmlY murs. The result of this assunp
tion is the so called "single mur engineering" m:xie1 
in which b10cldng can be determined from the Er1ang 
fornula on t~ basis of single hourly neasurements. It 
smuld be noted that the Er1ang foI'l!l.lla which relates 
b10cldng to average offered loads neasured over a long 
period of t1rne is a probablistic fornula, and as such 
does not define a determ1n1stic relationship for nea
surements over an arbitrarily smrt time interval such 
as one hour. 

Kruithoff [9J implies a number of basic criticisms 
to the "single hour" engineering m:xie1 with day-to
day variations and cautions ~st carrying the 
disparity between real traffic and theory too far. 
He asserts that the traffic engineer is "faced with the 
situation that on one hand he has a number of equations 
at his disposal that are based on the principle of 
statistical equilibrium, whereas on the other hand he 
has to deal with traffic data that clearly show that 
the actual traffic does not satisfy that corrlition." 
Despite the fact that the actual traffic may exhibit 
a non-stationary character, he concludes that "the 
introduction of a function that describes the daily 
nuctuations of te1epmne traffic does not appear to be 
effective, useful, or even necessary." 

The Neal-Willdnson Trunk Capacity Tables consist of 
tables CCXll)uted for high, ned1um and low day-to-day 
variaticns. In addition, there is a table witmut 
allowance for day-to-day variation. Partial tables 
are published in CCI'IT Volt.ll're Il. 2 pp. 213 - 223. 21 
Examination of the table witmut allowance for day
to-day variation srows that the traffic capacity of 
snal.1 trunk groups without peakedness exceeds that 
indicated by the Eriang B foI'l!l.lla. '!he tables in 
reference [ll]without day-to-day variation and w;1th9Ut 
peakedness appear to agree with the Erlang tables. 
As day-to-day variation is introduced both old and 
new tables show reduced traffic capacity for a given 
grade of service conpared to that given by the 
tables based on the Er1ang theory. 
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An exanple armexed to CClTI' Recoornendation E.52l (see 
footnote 5) shows tmt an average load of 11.39 
erlangs with peakedness of 1. 3 and high day-to-day 
variation requires 23 circuits at P.Ol. A s1mi1ar 
calculation witb:>ut day-to-day variation :1ndicates tmt 
21 c1rcU1ts are . required • . 

'!he referenced example suggests that it is both 
necessary to increase (f'rom 11.15 to 11. 39 erlangs) 
the cOOilOsite of :1ndividual parcels of overflow loads 
00 tre basis of the "single b:>ur" principle to aITive at 
a so called "true~~ow load and to use tre (high) 
day-to-day variation table to detennine tre required 
quantity of trtmks. 'Iba canb1na.tion of these two 
processes increases tre nlunber of trtmks over that 
detennined frcm Erlang theory f'rom 2l; to 23 trtmks. 

It is possible that tre use of these tables may 
increase the trunk req1.lirenents by as nuch as 
ten to twenty percent witb:>ut apparent benefit to 
the user. 

3. SURVEnLANCE OF NE'lW)RK EFFICIENCY 

'!he application of service criteria, engineering techni
ques arxi other policies will be :ult1nB.tely reflected in 
levels of plant utilization and cost. ~asures of plant 
utilizatioo can be used as a feedback indicator in the 
process of regulating the level of trunk arxi plant addi
t:1a1s. In the United States there is an increasing 
intere:Jt; in measuring arxi tracking utilization in the 
telepb:>ne network. This is particularly 1nportant in 
times ~n the cost of raising new capital is high, as 
is . presently the case. utilization efficiency nust 
then be balanced ~st desired service starxiards. 
'!he Federal Conmmications Carm1.ssion has trus been 
concerned with plant utilization as it relates to 
construction cost and tre public interest. 

An outgrowth of this new interest is the establisl'lrent 
of a group within the Federal Corrmmications Conmission 
charged with IIDnitoring and ti-acking performance levels 
arxi utilization measures for too danestic telepb:>ne 
network. This effort has identified sources of data 
which have yielded valuable insight into current 
eng1neering practices and policies, such as those 
already discussed. In the area of trunldng, utilization 
ueasures based upon too CaITied CCS/trunk (Erlangltrunk) 
have been examined along with techniques of conparing 
the actual m.mi>er of trtmks in service with the 
theoretical number required, based upon forecast traffic 
loads. <ne technique conparing histograms of actual 
trunk group utilization vs. planned utilization has 
been eIIl>loyed. Figure 2 illustrates a typical overlay 
of such histograms. 

'.rc_t of Tot .. l 
1-.1 .. 

FlGURE 2. TYPICAL OVERLAY OF AaIUAL AND DESIGN 
CCS/'l'RUNK DISTRIBlmOOS 

I8ta indicating the caITied CCS, number trunks per group 
and Econanic CCS criterion in 1976 on several hundred 
trunk groups in one canpany were used to calculate a 
value for the des1~ and Actual CCS/trunk for each 
group arxi to develop statistical distributions from 
these sets of des~ and actual utilizations. The 
results showing the desi~ and actual distributions 
were plotted arxi superinposed, yielding a good deal 
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of insight into perfonnance. 'Iba large observed variance 
of the resulting actual CCS/trunk histogram corrpared with 
that of the desi~ CCS/trunk :1ndicated a need for greater 
control over trunk utilization and forecasting. 

While statistical distributions of trunk utilization 
coupled with data sorting capability may yield deeper 
insight into problem areas relating to specific trunk 
groups, the additional cOlTputational and data handling 
effort may not justify such an approach in all cases. 
It . therefore has been useful to develop stmrnary data 
relating to the mean of trunking utilization for each 
jurisdiction of interest. The fonnat of a typical 
con:puter generated report developed at too FeC and 
based upon Corrpany records is shown in figure 3 .. 
Specific items of interest are as follows: 

Nlunber of trunks: 
In Service 
WIth' Valid ~asurement 
Theoretical Required 
Short 
Per Group 

Excess Trlmks: 
Number 
Percent of total trunks with valid measuresrent 

CCS~: 

~asured 
Theoretical 

Weighted % NC 

By tracking data of this kind, it is possible to 
separate consistent difficulties or trends which may 
require further investigation. 

Despite current interest in the topic of utilization, 
search of past papers reve81s that the subj ect of per
formance has not heretofore received a great deal of 
attention. <ne of too few papers we elfcountered was 
entitled ''Network Efficiency am Network Plaming Con
sidering Telecommunication Traffic Influenced by Time 
Difference" by Tohru Ohta [lOJ was presented at the 
Seventh I'IC Conference, which discusses time distribu
tions of traffic. It appears that further study is 
needed to broaden the use of distribution analysis and 
observation techniques in the areas of plant adminis
tration and utilization to include additional variables 
of interest. We anticipate that further interest will 
develop in this 1nportant area in future I'IC Conferences. 

PRIMARY INTERTOU- INTERBUILDING 
NON HU TRUNKS 

I-----NUMBER-----OF ----TRUNKS----- -: EXCESS-TRUNKS- : CCS/TRK : WTD 
COMPANY IN ·SVC I VAL MS I TH REO I SHORT: PER GRP: • x I MEAS ITHEO I XNC 

, 7 8 9 ..... 10577 8390 59 63 2246 21 19 24 .7 ..... 115819 14274 249 58 1794 11 22 25 1.4 ..... · 5291 3510 4 40 1785 34 15 23 .2 
.... * 7612 5852 232 74 1992 26 19 24 1.6 

NO DATA 
F ***** 29223 21086 261 8140 28 21 29 .1 
G PARTIAL DATA 
H * .... 11290 10339 141 114 1092 10 26 28 1.4 
I .. * .. 9049 7253 27 129 182j 20 21 26 .0 
J .. * .. 5912 5038 2 121 876 15 24 29 .1 
K * .. ** 2619 2324 39 67 334 13 22 25 1.2 
L .. * .. 9238 8084 3 89 11:57 13 22 25 .1 
H .... * 13559 11624 23 .114 1958 14 , 23 27 .5 
N .... ** 38806 33132 81 145 5755 15 23 27 .3 
0 .... * 11322 10144 101 135 1279 11 25 28 .6 
p * .... 5374 5139 60 105 295 5 24 25 1.6 
Q ..... 16482 12944 128 101 3666 22 20 2:5 1.6 

. R ..... 2778 2218 0 69 560 20 20 26 .2 
S ..... 2571 2071 22 234 522 20 23 29 .3 

---~-7~--------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS--: .. * .. 197522 163422 51 105 35274 18 22 26 

- - .. . -- •.. ~-----. -

FIGURE 3. TYPICAL TRUNK UI'ILIZATION ANALYSIS REPORI' 
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StMtfARY AND COOCLUSION 

'!he pr1mary enphasis 1n this paper has been placed on 
trurik provision1ng, cover:1ng a discussion of several con
cepts 1n relaticn to their 1npact on trunk utilization 
rran a regulatory viewpo1nt. In a time when the l:1m1ta
tia1S on economic growth are beg1nn1ng to be felt, we 
believe that it is becoming 1ncreas1ngly inportant to be 
8ltI8re of sources of waste am. inefficiencies so that the 
rate payer may receive the most- service for his dollar. 

We have- shown that the present service criteria for 
plant prov:1,sioning and servicing tern to be liberal and 
are not always clearly defined. !'his, for exanple, has 
becane particularly 1Iqx>rtant with the 1ntroduction of 
day-to-day variatioo and single hour engineering con
cepts. Altrough the problems we have outl1ned are 
cOOl>lex, we have proposed a mmlber of changes am. clari
ficatia1S 1n the service criteria definition which 
could assist 1n providing ~~er ecooom1~s 1n the 

_telephone network. - - . 

To correct for present problems lot is proposed, as an 
1nter1m measure. that trunks in final routes be engineered 
so as to allow one percent (1%) of the total or1g1nating 
traffic at each network cluster to be blocked in the 
final route and further that the probability of blocking 
in the toll conpleting facility be reduced. This will 
enhance the probability of completing calls which reach 
the tenninating toll cent er . 

Concerning the theory day-to-day variation we have shown 
that the Neal-Wilk1nson trunk capacity tables show 
traffic capacity less than that indicata:i by the Er'lang 
tables. The use of these tables may increase the trunk 
requirerrents by as nuch as ten to twenty percent without 
apparent benefit to the telephone user. 

F1na.l1y, we have illustrated sanple rrethods for the 
surveillance of network trunking utilization efficiency. 
Consideration of these ideas and interactive effects of 
separate facets of the service criteria should ulti
mately lead to a lower cost network required to meet 
custorrer demand without noticeable change in service. 
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